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INTRODUCTION

Kanal Token stands as a versatile utility token operating within the Binance Smart Chain
(BEP-20) ecosystem, strategically positioned as a vital link between various Crypto Tokens
and the broader Ecosystem Platform. By leveraging Kanal Token, users gain seamless
access to a plethora of features, rewards, and tokens essential for navigating the intricate
Web3 landscape. With the simplicity of a touch, Kanal Token empowers individuals to unlock
boundless opportunities and explore a world of digital possibilities right at their fingertips.

Through its robust infrastructure and compatibility with the Binance Smart Chain, Kanal
Token epitomizes efficiency and convenience, offering users a streamlined experience as
they interact within the realm of cryptocurrencies and decentralized finance. Whether you
are seeking to access exclusive rewards, engage with diverse ecosystems, or participate in
innovative projects, Kanal Token serves as a gateway to realizing your digital aspirations
with ease and sophistication.

In summary, Kanal Token represents a cutting-edge solution that bridges the gap between
traditional cryptocurrencies and the evolving Web3 landscape, providing users with a
professional, yet accessible avenue to engage with the limitless potential of decentralized
technologies.

SOLUTION

Kanal Token, a cutting-edge ecosystem platform designed to provide visitors with a
seamless and comprehensive crypto experience. Our platform offers real-time monitoring of
cryptocurrencies, curated analysis reports, industry events coverage, and trending insights -
all in one convenient location. Stay informed, make informed decisions, and navigate the
dynamic world of cryptocurrency with ease on Solution Kanal Token. Our professional
platform is your one-stop destination for all your crypto needs, ensuring you have the
information and tools necessary to stay ahead in this fast-paced industry. Trust Solution
Kanal Token to elevate your crypto experience.



PURPOSE

Kanal Token serves as the integral utility token within the Web3 ecosystem of the KANAL
platform. This BEP20 token, operating on the Binance Smart Chain, acts as a crucial
component facilitating interactions and transactions within the platform. By leveraging Kanal
Token, users gain access to various features and services offered within the ecosystem,
making it a key element in navigating the Web3 landscape. With a focus on utility and
seamless functionality, Kanal Token plays a pivotal role as the platform's native coin,
providing users with a gateway to immerse themselves in the innovative world of Web3
technology.

The KANAL Token serves as a valuable tool to access up-to-date and in-depth insights into
the cryptocurrency industry, catering to a diverse audience with its user-friendly platform. It
aims to offer comprehensive information on emerging trends and developments within the
crypto space, empowering users to make well-informed decisions. the KANAL Token
enables individuals of all backgrounds to stay informed and engaged with the dynamic world
of digital assets. By utilizing the KANAL Token, users gain access to a wealth of knowledge
and resources that can assist them in making informed decisions and staying well-informed
about the rapidly evolving trends within the industry. the KANAL Token sets itself apart as a
reliable source of information and a valuable tool for those seeking to navigate the
complexities of the cryptocurrency market.



ECOSYSTEM & PLATFORM



USE CASE

- As A Rewards, receive KANAL Token rewards for utilizing our services and elevate
your experience with us.

- As A Web3 Gateway, Access Web3 Gateway using KANAL Token, ensuring secure
and efficient connectivity for all users.

- Stake, Farm and Earn, Stake KANAL Token for Oppurtunity to generate passive
income through this innovative Platform.

- As Payment Method, Utilize the Kanal Token as a Payment method accross various
platforms for professional transactions.

- As A Portofolio, Hold KANAL Token as a strategic addition to your investment
portfolio for long-term growth.

- As A Premium Access, Gain Access to Premium Features using the KANAL Token,
elevating your experience to the Next Level.

TOKENOMICS

$KANAL is the native token used in Kanal Platform Ecosystem.

The KANAL Token is currently powered by the Binance Smart Chain Blockchain, with plans
to expand its network compatibility to include Solana, Ethereum, and BRC in the near future.
This strategic move underscores the project's commitment to embracing diverse blockchain
technologies, enhancing accessibility, and fostering broader market participation. By
leveraging multiple blockchain networks, KANAL Token aims to provide users with a
seamless and versatile experience, reinforcing its position as an innovative and

Token Name KANAL Token

Ticker KANAL

Blockchain Network Binance Chain BEP-20

Total Supply 1,000,000,000 KANAL

Max Supply After Burn 900,000,000 KANAL

Contract Address 0x28B312feB70689088eFFA68d82C8685459aAe4e5



forward-thinking digital asset. Stay tuned for updates as KANAL Token continues to evolve
and adapt within the dynamic blockchain landscape.

DIAGRAM TOKENOMICS

- Presale (40%), A 40% presale allocation on a private, strategic, seed round enables
development and growth for initial investors in crypto.

- Liquidity DEX (8%), 8% of the total token supply will be contributed to the liquidity
pool, generating greater liquidity and stability for the token.

- CEX Expantion (5%), Exploring and adding new trading pairs on various
cryptocurrency exchanges to enhance the range of available options for users.

- Staking Rewards (15%), A 15% allocation of the total amount will be diluted over 60
months as staking rewards for participants.

- Team & Advisors (14%), In this project, 12% of the team allocation and 2% for
advisors are locked for 1-2 years to ensure long-term commitment.



- Burning (10%), Every four months, 1% of the total token supply (10,000,000 tokens)
is burned over a period of 40 months to increase value.

- Airdrop (2%), Get in on the action with a 1% airdrop of 10,000,000 tokens or
$300,000 worth in the first 6 months, followed by 1% in the next 6 months.

- Treasury (3%), The treasury funds have been locked for a period of 3 years to
support ongoing development and growth initiatives.

- Marketing (3%), A 3% allocation of tokens for marketing and campaigns will be
used to promote the project, engage with potential users and; raise awareness and
drive adoption of the project.

TOKENOMICS TABLE (TGE RELEASE)

The tokenomics tables outline the distribution and allocation of tokens for the upcoming
Token Generation Event (TGE). It provides a detailed breakdown of how the tokens will be
distributed among various stakeholders and participants. The release schedule ensures a
fair and transparent distribution process, in line with industry standards.



PRESALE STAGE

Please find the presale stage table below for your reference.

STAGE I:
Allocation 14,000,000 KANAL (Bonus: 1,000,000 KANAL), price 0.010 USD, Hardcap:
140,000 USD

STAGE II:
Allocation 50,000,000 KANAL, price 0.0150 USD, Hardcap: 750,000 USD

STAGE III:
Allocation 85,000,000 KANAL, price 0.0175 USD, Hardcap: 1,487,500 USD

STAGE IV:
Allocation 140,000,000 KANAL, price 0.0200 USD, Hardcap: 2,800,000 USD

STAGE V:
Allocation 110,000,000 KANAL, price 0.0225 USD, Hardcap: 2,475,000 USD

TOTAL SOFTCAP : 5,000,000 USD

TOTAL HARDCAP : 7,652,500 USD



PRESALE LINK (LAUNCHPAD)

➧ Stage 1 : https://kanaltoken.com/presale/

Start Date : March 17 - 26 March, 2024

➧ Stage 2-5 : TBA

Start Date : TBA

Estimated Listing Date : April 25, 2024

Listing on the Exchange will be carried out after the entire presale stage ends.

Listing on Pancakeswap will take place 1 day after the Presale Process Ends and will be
followed by other Exchanges.

ROADMAP

PHASE I

✔ KanalToken's Website Launch
✔ Social Media Community
✔ Tokenomics & Smart Contract Design
✔ Running Kanal Token on Blockchain (BSC)
✔ Presale ICO, IDO, IEO (Funding Round)
✔ Parnership, Marketing & PR Strategy

PHASE II

✔ Community Building.
✔ Token Generation Event (TGE).
✔ Listing Data Aggregator.
✔ Listing DEX & CEX.
✔ Top Trending Dex Campaign.
✔ 50,000+ holders.
✔ Paid Ads Campaign, Big Rewards & Airdrop.

https://kanaltoken.com/presale/


PHASE III

✔ Integrate token to Kanalcoin
✔ KanalScreen's Website Launch
✔ More Events
✔ Staking Release

PHASE IV

✔ More CEX Listing.
✔ KanalStore's Webiste Launch.
✔ App Mobile Version Release.
✔ Influencer and Community Growth.
✔ Release Version 1.0 Kanal Wallet.

PHASE V

✔ More Campaign and Growth
✔ Integrate Kanal Token to Platform
✔ Big Campaign
✔ 100,000 Holders
✔ To The Moon

LINKS & SOCIAL MEDIA

KANAL Token:

- Website:
https://kanaltoken.com

- Social Media:
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/KanalToken

https://kanaltoken.com
https://twitter.com/KanalToken


Telegram:
https://t.me/Kanal_Token

- Email:
info@kanaltoken.com

Ecosystem Platform:

https://www.kanalcoin.com

https://www.kanalstock.com

PRIVACY POLICY

https://kanaltoken.com/privacy-policy/

FAQ
Q: What is KANAL Token
A: Kanal Token is a multifunctional utility token that currently runs on the Binance Smart
Chain (BEP-20) blockchain and will later run on other blockchain Networks such as
Ethereum (ERC-20), and Solana. It is designed to serve as a bridge between Crypto Tokens
and Ecosystem Platforms, providing access, rewards and tokens to enter the Web3 gateway.

Q: What is Chain Network and Total Supply
A: Currently running on the Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) blockchain, Total Supply is
1,000,000,000 KANAL

Q: How to Get Kanal Token
A: To secure Kanal Tokens during the presale phase, adhere to these steps diligently: Start
by installing the MetaMask wallet extension on your web browser. Subsequently, transfer
BNB (Binance Coin) or BUSD from a reputable exchange to your MetaMask wallet on the
BSC network. Navigate to kanaltoken.com, access the presale page, and select your
preferred package. Then, proceed to purchase KANAL tokens with your BNB or BUSD via
the presale section on the website, ensuring you connect your MetaMask wallet to receive
the tokens. It is paramount to meticulously adhere to the guidelines provided on the platform

https://t.me/Kanal_Token
mailto:info@kanaltoken.com
https://www.kanalcoin.com
https://www.kanalstock.com
https://kanaltoken.com/privacy-policy/


to finalize the transaction successfully. Exercise caution against potential fraudulent
schemes and validate the legitimacy of the website before proceeding with any transactions.

Q: When Will it List on Exchange
A: After completing all the Presale Stages, the estimated listing on Pancake Finance is on
April 14. Following this initial listing, the token is expected to be listed on other exchanges as
well. Stay tuned for further updates on the specific exchange listings and trading
opportunities.

Q: Are There Rewards And Airdrops
A: There are rewards available through kanaltoken.com, and also a chance to participate in
airdrops to potentially receive additional tokens or benefits. Keep an eye on the platform for
updates on any upcoming airdrop opportunities.


